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TopGunPilot GREAT 1 of 1 review helpful This helped me think about the game of golf differently By Joanne This 
book confirmed my suspicions about how some people seem to have a better temperament for gol Do you swing too 
fast try too hard lose concentration lack confidence get angry putt poorly under pressure finish exhausted or suffer for 
hours after a hard game The most valuable tool a golfer can bring to the course is a strong mental game Yet many 
golfers and instructors take this for granted focusing almost entirely on grip stance or swing technique The 8 Traits of 
Champion Golfers is a unique and persuasive approach to becoming a Lee Janzen I value sports psychology more than 
swing mechanics because sports psychologists teach you how to tap into your own self improvement After working 
with Dr Deborah Graham I started trying to forget about analyzing my swing after a bad shot and co 
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